Date:

February 9, 2017

To:

Interested Person

From:

Puja Bhutani, Land Use Services
503-823-7226 / Puja.Bhutani@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 16-192188 DZM- NEW MIXED USE
BUILDING
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Renee Strand, Applicant
Holst Architecture
110 SE 8th Aveune
Portland, OR 97214
Lee Novak, Owner
Fore Property Company
1741 Village Center Circle
Las Vegas, NV 89134

Site Address:
Legal Description:

Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:
Plan District:

3403 N MISSISSIPPI AVENUE
BLOCK 2 W 1/2 OF LOT 1, COOKS ADD; BLOCK 2 W 1/2 OF N 1/2
OF LOT 4, COOKS ADD; BLOCK 2 E 1/2 OF LOT 1 E 1/2 OF N 1/2
OF LOT 4, COOKS ADD; BLOCK 2 S 1/2 OF LOT 4 LOT 5, COOKS
ADD; BLOCK 2 N 1/2 OF LOT 8, COOKS ADD; BLOCK 2 S 1/2 OF
LOT 8 N 17 1/6' OF LOT 9 INC PT VAC ALLEY-N 17 1/6' OF LOT 10,
COOKS ADD; BLOCK 2 LOT 9 EXC N 17 1/6' INC PT VAC ALLEY
LOT 10 EXC N 17 1/6', COOKS ADD
R176600290, R176600310, R176600330, R176600350, R176600390,
R176600410, R176600430
1N1E27BA 02900, 1N1E27BA 03100, 1N1E27BA 03000, 1N1E27BA
03200, 1N1E27BA 03300, 1N1E27BA 03400, 1N1E27BA 03500
2729
Boise, contact boiselanduse@gmail.com
North-Northeast Business Assoc, contact Joice Taylor at 503-841-5032.
Northeast Coalition of Neighborhoods, contact Zena Rockowitz at 503388-5070.
Albina Community Plan District
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EXd, Centeral Employment with Design overlay.
DZM, Design Review with modification
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Design
Commission.

Proposal:
The proposal consists of an approximately 116,000 SF building in the EXd portion of the site. It
should be noted that the design review is limited to only the portion of the building within the EXd
zone. The proposed building is 5 stories high and 58’-6” in height along the north end, and 6.5
stories and 67’-6” in height at the south end. The building is primarily residential and includes
133 apartments, consisting of a mix of studio, 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom apartments. Some of
the units have terraces and stoops on the ground level, and balconies on upper levels. Ground
floor amenity spaces include a business center and meeting rooms, which can be utilized by the
community, and a corner retail space with exterior plaza area. A fitness courtyard and
meditation garden is provided at the basement and ground level respectively; and a roof deck is
proposed on the fifth floor. The rooftop includes amenity spaces with raised steel planter boxes,
built in seating and gathering areas.
The proposal provides below grade parking, consisting of 87 stalls that will be accessed from N.
Michigan Avenue. Tuck under parking, consisting of 17 stalls, is proposed along the interior
west elevation that will be accessed via the alley from N Fremont Street.
Proposed materials include charcoal black brick veneer; cedar siding; light grey box rib metal
panels; dark and light grey flat metal panels; perforated metal panels in dark grey, light grey,
and cedar color for the PTHP, exhausts, and balconies; architectural finish concrete for the
base; black vinyl windows; and storefront glazing.
The following two (2) Modifications are being requested:
1. Modification to Height Standards (33.140.210.B): to allow the proposed rooftop glass
railings and planter boxes to exceed the maximum height limit by 2.5 feet, for a total height
of 67.5’.
2. Modification to Loading Standards (33.266.310) to allow a reduction in the size of the
required Standard ‘A’ loading space from 35’x10’, with a clearance of 13’ to 18’x9’, with a
clearance of 10’.
The proposal included a request for two additional modifications, specifically for to Pedestrian
Standards (33.140.240.B.2.a), and short term bicycle parking standards (33.266.220.A.c),
which are no longer required.
Design review is required because the proposal is for non-exempt new construction within a
design overlay zone in the Albina Community Plan District.
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33. The
relevant criteria are:
 Community Design Guidelines.
 33.825.040 Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. This application
was submitted on June 21, 2016 and determined to be complete on November 4, 2016.
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ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The subject site is approximately 15,750 SF, and is bound by N. Fremont
Street on the north, N. Mississippi Avenue on the east, the unimproved N. Revere Street on the
south and N. Michigan Avenue on the west. The site is currently vacant and a public alley
bisects it, running south from N. Fremont Street. The site includes two different zones- RH, on
the west half, and EXd on the east half. The southernmost portion of the alley was vacated in
2009, and as a condition of vacation, access must be provided to the landlocked neighbor at
924 N. Revere Street. There is significant topography on the site, which slopes approximately
20 feet from north to south along Mississippi Avenue, and also from west to east. N. Mississippi
Avenue and N. Fremont Avenue are transit access streets.
The site is located on the periphery of the Albina Community Plan District, specifically in the
northwest section of the district. The developments in the vicinity include smaller, 1-2 story
single family residences, across Revere Street on the south, and across Michigan Street on the
west. Given the topography in the area, these houses sit significantly above and higher than
the street level. Michigan Street also has mature street trees and vegetation along the southern
half, which help buffer these residences. A 2.5 story brick apartment building, on the City’s
Historic Resource Inventory, is located adjacent to the site, across from the alley and fronting
Fremont Street. To the north, is Mississippi Avenue with a mix of predominantly 1-3 story retail
and residential structures. This is a vibrant, pedestrian oriented street with a mix of casual,
smaller scaled businesses, diverse demographics and mixed uses. At the north-west corner of
Mississippi and Fremont, is a 2 story structure shingle building – the Sons of Haiti Most
Worshipful St. Joseph Grand Lodge. While not of architectural significance, it is noteworthy as
being a long-time African-American owned fraternal organization in the area. 1-2 story
industrial and commercial warehouse buildings and open parking lots are located to the east
and further south of the site. Larger 4 and 6 story apartment and office buildings are also
underway across the street, at the south-east corner of Mississippi and Fremont, and just
south of the site at the north-west corner of Mississippi and Cook Street.
The location of the site is important, as it not only defines the entrance to the smaller scaled
commercial and retail developments along Mississippi Avenue, but also helps transition from
the larger warehouse uses on the east, south, and south-east to the smaller 1-2 story
residential structures on the west. The site also offers unique views of the City, looking west
across the river and south beyond the striking curves of the intersecting expressway ramps.
Zoning: The Central Employment (EX) zone allows mixed uses and is intended for areas in the
center of the City that have predominantly industrial-type development. The intent of the zone
is to allow industrial and commercial uses which need a central location. Residential uses are
allowed, but are not intended to predominate or set development standards for other uses in
the area.
The “d” overlay promotes the conservation and enhancement of areas of the City with special
historic, architectural or cultural value. New development and exterior modifications to existing
development are subject to design review. This is achieved through the creation of design
districts and applying the Design Overlay Zone as part of community planning projects,
development of design guidelines for each district, and by requiring design review. In addition,
design review ensures that certain types of infill development will be compatible with the
neighborhood and enhance the area.
Land Use History: City records indicate the following prior land use reviews for this site:
 LU 06-121734 ZC – Zone change FROM IG1 to EXd with conditions limiting vehicle
trips.
 EA 13-234012 APPT – Early Assistance Appointment for a similar proposal.
 EA 14-2015172 DA – Design Advice Request for a similar proposal.
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EA16-142268 APPT- Early Assistance Appointment for a similar proposal.

Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed November 10, 2016.
The following Bureaus have responded with no issues or concerns:
 Bureau of Environmental Services, Refer to Exhibit E1 for more details
 Bureau of Environmental Services Addendum, Refer to Exhibit E2 for more details
 Portland Transportation DevelopmentReview, Refer to Exhibit E3 for more details
 Water Bureau, Refer to Exhibit E5 for more details
 Fire Bureau, Refer to Exhibit E6 for more details
 Site Development Section of BDS, Refer to Exhibit E7 for more details
 Life Safety Section of BDS, Refer to Exhibit E8 for more details
The Addendum to Portland Transportation Development Review had the following comment.
Please see Exhibit E-4 for additional details.
“PBOT Development Review has no objection to approval. There are a number of conditions
related to required dedications for frontage improvements, alley improvements, garage gate
operation on N Michigan, encroachment permit for stairs and path in N Revere that shall be
conditions of building permit approval.”
Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on November 10,
2016. No written responses have been received from either the Neighborhood Association or
notified property owners in response to the proposal.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
Chapter 33.825 Design Review
Section 33.825.010 Purpose of Design Review
Design review ensures that development conserves and enhances the recognized special design
values of a site or area. Design review is used to ensure the conservation, enhancement, and
continued vitality of the identified scenic, architectural, and cultural values of each design
district or area. Design review ensures that certain types of infill development will be
compatible with the neighborhood and enhance the area. Design review is also used in certain
cases to review public and private projects to ensure that they are of a high design quality.
Section 33.825.055 Design Review Approval Criteria
A design review application will be approved if the review body finds the applicant to have
shown that the proposal complies with the design guidelines for the area.
Findings: The site is designated with design overlay zoning (d), therefore the proposal
requires Design Review approval. Because of the site’s location, the applicable design
guidelines are the Community Design Guidelines.
Community Design Guidelines
The Community Design Guidelines consist of a set of guidelines for design and historic design
cases in community planning areas outside of the Central City. These guidelines address the
unique and special characteristics of the community plan area and the historic and
conservation districts. The Community Design Guidelines focus on three general categories: (P)
Portland Personality, which establishes Portland's urban design framework; (E) Pedestrian
Emphasis, which states that Portland is a city for people as well as cars and other movement
systems; and (D) Project Design, which assures that each development is sensitive to both
Portland's urban design framework and the users of the city.
Staff has considered all guidelines and has addressed only those guidelines considered
applicable to this project.
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P1. Plan Area Character. Enhance the sense of place and identity by incorporating site and
building design features that respond to the area’s desired characteristics and traditions.
D7. Blending into the Neighborhood. Reduce the impact of new development on established
neighborhoods by incorporating elements of nearby, quality buildings such as building details,
massing, proportions, and materials.
Findings for P1 & D7: The Albina Community plan district implements the Albina
Community Plan. The plan district’s provisions are intended to ensure that new higher
density commercial and industrial developments do not overwhelm nearby residential
areas. As discussed above, the location of the site is important, as it not only defines the
entrance to the Mississippi Avenue retail district with its predominantly smaller scaled
commercial and retail development, but also helps transition from the larger warehouse
uses on the east, south and south-east to the smaller 1-2 story residential structures on
the west. The site offers unique views of the City, looking east across the river and south
beyond the striking curves of the intersecting expressway ramps.
The proposed design includes the following features to comply with these guidelines:
1. Massing and Scale: The ‘L’ shaped building form results in the longest street
frontage along Mississippi Avenue, with smaller frontages along Fremont and
Revere Street. The massing and height of the building does not step up with the
significant increase in topography going north on Mississippi Avenue. This helps
control the height of the building to 5 stories’ and 58’-6” along Fremont. Both
the limited frontage and reduced height on Fremont respond to the smaller
scaled 2-3 story structures across the street and along Mississippi Avenue. The
longer, 6.5 story and 67’-6” height along the south frontage will be compatible
with and help transition from, the larger warehouse and office building on the
south and east. The building mass is pulled back from the alley which helps
provide the transition between the predominantly 5 story building on the north
end from the smaller 2.5 story structures across the alleyway. Landscaping,
including evergreen shrubs that are at least 6 feet high, along the west property
line provide additional buffer.
The building mass is further scaled by providing substantial vertical cuts on all
facades to break down the overall massing into smaller scale modules. The
vertical cuts are at least 8’ long and 5’ deep to ensure that significant and
perceivable breaks in the façade lengths are achieved. These modules are further
scaled down by varying setbacks for the plane of the elevation on the upper and
lower floors. These breaks in the massing and facades are especially important
given the length of the street facing elevation, approximately 285’, along
Mississippi Avenue. The vertical breaks and setbacks are further differentiated
and emphasized by balconies and a varying material palette.
Pedestrian-oriented ground floor. The proposed building hugs the street edge,
along Mississippi and Fremont Avenue. This helps enclose and define the street,
and also frame and emphasize the unique city views looking south on
Mississippi Avenue. Retail uses wrap the building corner at the Fremont and
Mississippi intersection. The combination of active uses, large glazed storefront
system and main building entrances help activate this corner and tie it with the
development pattern of the commercial and retail uses along Mississippi, north
of this intersection. The residential units have been designed to reflect their
residential use and incorporate public and semi-public spaces like patios and
balconies. Carefully designed residential stoops and landscape planters along
both Mississippi and Fremont Avenue activate these facades, provide stopping
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places and emphasize the residential nature of this building. This is discussed in
further detail below.
Materials and details. The proposed building materials include brick, wood and
ribbed metal panel and is contextually appropriate. These reflect the materials
used in nearby quality buildings, and also help transition from the more
traditional masonry building fabric on the north to the industrial and metal
fabric to the south. This is discussed in further detail below.
These guidelines are met.
E1. The Pedestrian Network. Create an efficient, pleasant, and safe network of sidewalks
and paths for pedestrians that link destination points and nearby residential areas while
visually and physically buffering pedestrians from vehicle areas.
E2. Stopping Places. New large-scale projects should provide comfortable places along
pedestrian circulation routes where people may stop, visit, meet, and rest.
E3. The Sidewalk Level of Buildings. Create a sense of enclosure and visual interest to
buildings along sidewalks and pedestrian areas by incorporating small scale building design
features, creating effective gathering places, and differentiating street level facades.
E4. Corners that Build Active Intersections. Create intersections that are active, unified,
and have a clear identity through careful scaling detail and location of buildings, outdoor areas,
and entrances.
D4. Parking Areas and Garages. Integrate parking in a manner that is attractive and
complementary to the site and its surroundings. Locate parking in a manner that minimizes
negative impacts on the community and its pedestrians. Design parking garage exteriors to
visually respect and integrate with adjacent buildings and environment.
Findings for E1, E2, E3, E4 & D4: Dedications and newly improved sidewalks along
Fremont and Mississippi will provide a wider, more pleasant, and safer pedestrian
experience that buffers pedestrians from the streets with a furnishing zone and street
trees. Access to the below grade parking garage and loading has been consolidated and
will be provided from Michigan Street. Access to the tuck under surface parking is located
away from the streets and behind the building and will be accessed from the existing
alley. This results in no new vehicular areas or curb-cuts adjacent to Mississippi and
Fremont Street. Landscape setbacks, multiple entry points, and outdoor lighting will
create a visually interesting and safe network of pedestrian paths. In addition, the new
street trees reinforce a sense of enclosure along the pedestrian path.
The proposed design helps differentiate and activate the ground floor level of the
buildings. Deep vertical niches with balconies and varying ground elevation setbacks help
scale down the elevation. The ground level is set back from the sidewalk and covered by
the projection of the building form above at both the retail and housing portions along
Mississippi and Fremont. The street level facades have been differentiated by providing
different materials from the upper floors and greater transparency through larger
windows and bay sizes. A greater percentage of glazing at the entries and retail space also
differentiate it from the levels above. Specifically, the ground floor uses primarily charcoal
brick veneer and cedar siding, while the upper floors use light grey box-rib metal panels
and charcoal brick veneer, in an alternating pattern. In addition, the Mississippi Avenue
façade includes raised stoops and stepped planters for the residential units. The
entrances to these units have been recessed to provide transition as well as differentiate
this portion of the façade. Along unimproved Revere Street, the on-grade units open out
on to patio areas and provide direct access to the public way. The second level on this
elevation is set back, and again provides an outdoor terrace for each unit.
The proposed building program maximizes the active uses along the sidewalk. This
includes wrapping retail uses along the north-east corner fronting Fremont and
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Mississippi, and providing a mix of uses including community spaces and residential
along Mississippi. A portion of the retail space is set back 4’-0” from the property line,
scaling the façade and creating an overhang to provide protection from the elements for
pedestrians and to differentiate the retail portion of the building program. The ground
floor retail area opens to a plaza area set back from Mississippi and Fremont intersection
and allows for café seating or retail displays to spill out to the public realm and create a
more inviting experience for pedestrians with potential stopping places.
Given the steep topography a portion of the underground parking garage is adjacent to
the sidewalk at south-west corner of the building. This corner is activated by providing a
door into the parking garage and large windows with translucent window film to screen
the vehicles while breaking up the blank walls. Large stepped planters provide sitting
spaces, and balconies and stoops from adjacent residential units provide activity and eyes
on the street. There is bench seating near the building lobby entry along the plaza, and
front stoops along the lower portion of the Mississippi frontage where neighbors can rest
and converse, and additional bench seating at the south end near unimproved Revere
Street.
The residential units on the ground floor are directly accessed from the adjacent streets,
activating these streets and providing visual interest. The stoops have been carefully
designed to provide sufficient space for table and chairs; as well as ensuring privacy
through grade level separation in order to encourage active use. The street edge is defined
by varying heights of planters, steps and elevated porches. The entrances to the units
have been recessed to provide transition as well as differentiate this portion of the façade.
The high level of transparency at the street elevation, massing features, and materials
which vary between upper and lower levels help define the pedestrian scale of the ground
level of buildings. Street facing unit entrances, front porches and steps from the sidewalk
also help differentiate and activate the street level. A variation of building details
including planters, front stoops, ground floor windows with active uses, stairs, plaza
space and sidewalk café/retail areas create comfortable gathering spaces and differentiate
the design on each façade.
These guidelines are met.
D2. Main Entrances. Make the main entrances to houses and buildings prominent,
interesting, pedestrian accessible, and transit-oriented.
E5. Light, Wind, and Rain. Enhance the comfort of pedestrians by locating and designing
buildings and outdoor areas to control the adverse effects of sun, shadow, glare, reflection,
wind, and rain.
Findings for D2 & E5: The main entrances to the building are along Mississippi Street,
which is a Transit Access Street, and City Walkway, and are located to provide at grade
ADA access to the building through the plaza area. The primary building entrance for
residential tenants is visually highlighted by a break in the massing and a 5’ deep
recessed niche that provides cover at the doorway. This niche is clad in wood to provide a
contrast to the brick and metal panel cladding, as well as become a primary visual
element along the façade.
The ground floors of the buildings are set back from the sidewalk and covered by the
projection of the building form above at both the retail and housing portions of the ground
level along Mississippi and Fremont. All entrances to ground level residential units
provide cover from the elements through sunshades, overhangs or alcoves created by the
proposed building massing. Proposed tree planting will provide additional shade and wind
screening for pedestrians along the streets. Natural wood and brick masonry exterior wall
materials also reduce glare and reflectivity.
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These guidelines are met.
D3. Landscape Features. Enhance site and building design through appropriate placement,
scale, and variety of landscape features.
Findings: The proposed landscape design enhances and defines the use of outdoor and
public areas, highlights the building entrances, and provides dense visual screening to
buffer parking areas from adjoining residential uses.
Landscape features include new street trees along Fremont and Mississippi Avenue. The
trees are appropriately scaled to the streets and provides a sense of enclosure, pedestrian
scale and also protection from rain and sun. The stepped planters along the lower portion
of Mississippi and Revere Street along with front stoops help clearly define this
transitional space from public to semi-private outdoor areas, while adding visual interest
to the street. The retail corner of Mississippi and Fremont receives a more urban
landscape treatment that includes benches along raised planters along the sidewalk,
bicycle racks, steps, and the potential for sidewalk café seating. A meditative outdoor
garden has been provided off the alley linking the EX & RH portions of the site. The
landscape plan includes English oak trees and evergreen English yew to provide a dense
visual screen along the alleyway. There is an ongoing discussion to develop the
unimproved Revere Street as a pedestrian amenity with access from Mississippi through
to Michigan. The design proposal responds to this opportunity by designing the grade
units along Revere Street with patio areas facing and accessible from this street. It further
activates this space by providing a terrace for some of the second level units that
overlooks this space.
Roof top amenity space has also been thoughtfully landscaped with a combination of
raised planters, inbuilt seating, and a mix of wooden and concrete pavers to create more
intimate and hence useable areas, with clearly identified different uses. The proposed
landscape design has been thoughtfully conceived and developed. This guideline is met.
D5. Crime Prevention. Use site design and building orientation to reduce the likelihood of
crime through the design and placement of windows, entries, active ground level uses, and
outdoor areas.
Findings: The proposed site design and building orientation creates safe and attractive
defensible spaces that provide for a high level of visual monitoring and connectedness.
Stoops, terraces and entrances for the ground level units are located around the
perimeter, between the buildings, street and neighboring properties to the south. The
multiple building entrances and high level of ground floor transparency results in higher
level of activity and monitoring on the site. Habitable balconies as well as Juliet balconies
on the building allow for occupants of upper floors to be directly engaged with the
surrounding neighborhood and provide both eyes and ears on the street. The ground floor
of the building is open with glazing, building entries, ground floor units set up off the
street with stoops, and lighting to create an open and inviting building. Parking is secured
off the alley with a rolling gate, and residential units overlooking the alley and internal
courtyard area provide additional supervision of the area. At grade units with exterior
patio space, exterior lighting, and direct unit access will reduce the likelihood of crime.
Landscaping is provided in a manner that avoids concealment of unwanted guests.
This guideline is met.
D8. Interest, Quality, and Composition. All parts of a building should be interesting to view,
of long lasting quality, and designed to form a cohesive composition.
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Findings: The project proposes to break down the overall massing to building modules
that more closely relate to the smaller scale of some of the neighboring structures. These
varying proportioned and interlocking massing modules are clad in alternating materials
(brick and metal panel) to form a cohesive composition. Furthermore, the modules shift in
plan to provide areas for balconies and building entries. These “building cuts” are clad in
wood siding and are dimensioned so as to provide significant vertical breaks while also
providing natural locations for balconies and building entries.
The project is designed to be constructed of long lasting and durable materials and
includes the following:
1. Charcoal Brick Veneer, with a Norman dimension of 2-1/4”x 3-5/8”x11-5/8” and 1/3
running bond.
2. Cedar siding. The use of wood as an unprotected exterior siding material has been
discouraged in prior applications due to its poor weather resistance, and limited
durability at the ground floor level. However, it is appropriate for this proposal, since
the material and color differentiation of the wood, and its presence on the vertical
massing cuts, is essential to scaling down the building mass and elevations. The use
of wood at the ground floor has been reduced as much as feasible and has been
carefully detailed such that all wood finishes remain a minimum of 6” above adjacent
horizontal surfaces. The proposed development is also close to single-family
residential, and wood siding is an appropriate way to help soften and blend this new
larger project into these surroundings.
3. Box Rib Metal Panel, 24 gauge, 1-1/2” protrusion, with concealed fasteners.
4. Flat metal panels, 22 gauge with 1” ISO stiffener backing.
5. Perforated metal panels, 22 gauge with hidden fasteners.
6. Kawneer metal storefront windows
7. Black vinyl windows
The proposed development has a coherent design and uses durable materials which are
strategically used to help scale down the building and blend with the neighborhood. This
guideline is met.
33.825.040 Modifications That Will Better Meet Design Review Requirements:
The review body may consider modification of site-related development standards, including the
sign standards of Chapters 32.32 and 32.34 of the Sign Code, as part of the design review
process. These modifications are done as part of design review and are not required to go
through the adjustment process. Adjustments to use-related development standards (such as
floor area ratios, intensity of use, size of the use, number of units, or concentration of uses) are
required to go through the adjustment process. Modifications that are denied through design
review may be requested as an adjustment through the adjustment process. The review body
will approve requested modifications if it finds that the applicant has shown that the following
approval criteria are met:
A.
B.

Better meets design guidelines. The resulting development will better meet the
applicable design guidelines; and
Purpose of the standard. On balance, the proposal will be consistent with the purpose of
the standard for which a modification is requested.

Modification #1: Height Standards (33.140.210): Allow the proposed rooftop glass railings,
planter boxes and built in barbeque counter to exceed the maximum height limit by 2.5 feet, for
a total height of 67.5’.
Purpose Statement. The height standards work with the FAR, building setback, and building
coverage standards to control the overall bulk and intensity of an area. The EG1 zone height
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limit is the same as the General Commercial zone because the EG1 zone often functions as a
transition zone between industrial and residential or commercial zones. The EX zone height
limit reflects its use in intense urban areas and the range of uses that are allowed. The other
zones do not have height limits because tall buildings in these areas have traditionally not been
a problem.
The Height Standard (33.140.210.B). The height limits for all structures, except detached
accessory structures, are stated in Table 140-3, and is 65’ for EX zones. The height standards
for detached accessory structures are stated in 33.140.270.
Findings for Modifications #1: The proposal includes a glass guardrail for the rooftop
along the street facing elevations. Raised planters and a barbeque island, both of which
are well setback from the parapet edge are also provided. The roof top provides an active
amenity area for use by both the building residents and according to the applicant will be
available to the neighborhood associations. It also affords views of the west hills,
downtown, the Freemont Bridge, Mount Hood as well as Mississippi Street neighborhood.
It therefore takes advantage and helps strengthen the unique characteristics of this plan
area, better meeting Guideline P1, Plan Area Character. The roof top amenity spaces
overlook Mississippi, Fremont and Revere Street and help activate and “provide eyes on
the street”. This space therefore better meets the Pedestrian Emphasis guidelines, as well
as guideline D5, Crime Prevention. Therefore, this criterion is met.
The purpose statement indicates that height limits in the EX zone are primarily intended
to control a building’s bulk and intensity. Building bulk refers to the mass, scale or
magnitude of the structure. The glass railing will not add to the perceived height or the
mass and bulk of the building. The planters and the barbeque island are located away
from the building edge and would not be visible from the street. Building intensity
generally refers to the concentration of use within a unit of land area. The additional
height is to provide outdoor amenity space and not additional residential units for the
projects. The height modification will maintain the same intensity of residential use and
will not result in additional habitable floor-area. Therefore, this criterion is met.
This Modification merits approval, because the purpose of the standard is met and
guidelines P1 and D5 are better met.
Modification #2: Loading Standards (33.266.310): Allow a reduction in the size of the
required Standard ‘A’ loading space from 35’ x 10’, with a clearance of 13’ to 18’ x 9’, with a
clearance of 10’.
Purpose Statement. A minimum number of loading spaces are required to ensure adequate
areas for loading for larger uses and developments. These regulations ensure that the
appearance of loading areas will be consistent with that of parking areas. The regulations
ensure that access to and from loading facilities will not have a negative effect on the traffic
safety or other transportation functions of the abutting right-of-way.
The Loading Standard, Number of loading spaces (33.266.310.C). Buildings where any of the
floor area is in uses other than Household living must meet the standards in C.1.c.
Accordingly, one loading space meeting Standard A or two loading spaces meeting Standard B
are required when they are more than 100 dwelling units in the building.
Size of loading spaces (33.266.310.D). Required loading spaces must meet the following
standards:
Standard A: the loading space must be at least 35 feet long, 10 feet wide, and have a clearance
of 13 feet.
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Findings for Modifications #2: The proposal includes one loading space located in the
basement parking garage. The proposed dimensions are 9’ wide by 18’ long and a
clearance of 10’, and are less than required. The size and location of the loading zone
within the underground parking garage integrates well into the building design, and
results in less inactive street level wall areas. Staff also notes that by reducing the size of
the loading space, the size of the garage opening is also reduced in height, and more
residential parking can be provided. This modification thus better meets the Pedestrian
Emphasis guidelines and Guideline D4 Parking Areas and Garages. Therefore, this
criterion is met.
The proposed Standard B loading space, which is interior to the site, will have the same
appearance as a Standard A space and will not have a negative effect on traffic safety or
other transportation functions. Residential and retail tenants will be receiving deliveries
from smaller trucks than the semi-truck size space required by this standard, and this
space will be sufficient for the building’s use and size. Since the loading space is proposed
within the building, reduction of the size of the space ensures that only smaller trucks
will be able to use the space, thus minimizing potential conflicts between pedestrians and
vehicles, that could arise from larger trucks that would typically use a Standard A space.
In addition, PBOT did not indicate any concerns with the reduced size of the loading
space. Therefore, this criterion is met.
Therefore, this Modification merits approval because the purpose of the standard is met and
guideline D4 is better met.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The subject site is important, as it not only defines the entrance to the Mississippi Avenue with
its predominantly smaller scaled commercial and retail development, but also helps transition
from the larger warehouse uses on the east, south and south-east to the smaller 1-2 story
residential structures on the west. The proposed design responds to the context and helps
provide this transition by scaling down the mass and bulk of the building with vertical breaks,
façade setbacks and material differentiation. The ground level of the street facing façade have
been articulated with stoops, terraces, steps, planters, public amenities and higher level of
transparency to address the pedestrian emphasis guidelines. Good quality and well detailed
material palette that is sensitive to the industrial and residential context have been provided.
The design review process exists to promote the conservation, enhancement, and continued
vitality of areas of the City with special scenic, architectural, or cultural value. The proposed
design meets all the relevant design guidelines, and therefore merits approval.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of a mixed use building in the EXd zoned portion of the site located at the south-west
corner of N. Mississippi and N. Fremont Avenue. The building is 67’-6” in height, with below
grade parking and loading accessed from N. Michigan Avenue. Primary building materials
include charcoal black brick; cedar siding; light grey box rib metal panels; dark and light grey
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flat metal panels; perforated metal panels in dark grey; light grey; architectural finish concrete
for the base; black vinyl windows, and storefront glazing.
Approval of the following two (2) Modifications are being requested:
1. Modification to Height Standards (33.140.210.B): to allow the proposed rooftop glass
railings and planter boxes to exceed the maximum height limit by 2.5 feet, for a total
building height of 67.5’.
2. Modification to Loading Standards (33.266.310) to allow a reduction in the size of the
required Standard ‘A’ loading space from 35’x10’, with a clearance of 13’ to 18’x9’, with a
clearance of 10’.
Approved per the approved site plans, Exhibits C-1 through C-48, signed and dated 2/6/2017,
subject to the following conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
conditions (B-C) must be noted on each of the 4 required site plans or included as a sheet
in the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears must be labeled
“ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE- Case File LU 16-192188 DZM. All requirements must be
graphically represented on the site plan, landscape, or other required plan and must be
labeled “REQUIRED.”
B. At the time of building permit submittal, a signed Certificate of Compliance form
(https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds/article/623658) must be submitted to ensure the
permit plans comply with the Design/Historic Resource Review decision and approved
exhibits.
C. No field changes allowed.
Staff Planner: Puja Bhutani
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on (February 6, 2017.)
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: February 9, 2017
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on June 21,
2016, and was determined to be complete on November 4, 2016.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on June 21, 2016.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
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waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant requested that
the 120-day review period be extended for 245 days. Refer to Exhibit A53. The 120 days will
expire on: 11/4/2017.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Design Commission, which will
hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on February 23, 2017 at 1900 SW
Fourth Ave. Appeals can be filed at the 5th floor reception desk of 1900 SW 4th Avenue Monday
through Friday between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm. An appeal fee of $250 will be charged. The
appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI recognized
organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s boundaries.
The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Assistance in filing
the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the Development Services
Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Design Commission is final;
any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within 21
days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact LUBA
at 775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265 for
further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Design Commission
an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that issue.
Recording the final decision.
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If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision must be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder. A few days prior to the last day to appeal, the City will mail instructions to
the applicant for recording the documents associated with their final land use decision.
 Unless appealed, The final decision may be recorded on or after February 24, 2017 – (the
day following the last day to appeal).
 A building or zoning permit will be issued only after the final decision is recorded.
The applicant, builder, or a representative may record the final decision as follows:
 By Mail: Send the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to:
Multnomah County Recorder, P.O. Box 5007, Portland OR 97208. The recording fee is
identified on the recording sheet. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.


In Person: Bring the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to the
County Recorder’s office located at 501 SE Hawthorne Boulevard, #158, Portland OR
97214. The recording fee is identified on the recording sheet.

For further information on recording, please call the County Recorder at 503-988-3034
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:





All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
All requirements of the building code; and
All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Statement
1. Design Review Narrative, 6/21/2016
2. BDS Early Assistance Memo, dated 5/24/2016
3. Original Plan Set, 6/21/2016
4. Revised Design Review Narrative, 9/1/2016, not approved-for reference only
5. Revised Plan Set, 9/1/2016, not approved-for reference only
6. Applicant memo explaining proposed revisions, 9/15/2016
7. Certified Mail Receipt and letters for Neighborhood Contact
8. Applicant letter stating no request for neighborhood meeting
9. Report of Geotechnical Engineering Services
10. Drainage Report
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11. Draft Covenant transferring Historic Landmark FAR
12. Purchase and Sale Agreement for FAR
13. Revised Design Review Narrative, 10/17/2016
14. Revised Cutsheets, Not approved
15. Revised Plan Set, 10/17/2016, not approved-for reference only
16. Revised Design Review Narrative, 1/19/2017
17. Project Cover Sheet
18. Plan District Map
19. District Zoning Map
20. Immediate Context Images
21. Vicinity Map
22. Context Images: Ground Floor Uses
23. Context Images: Surface and Tuck-under Parking
24. Site Photos
25. Context Images: Similar Scale Projects
26. Contextual Site Plan
27. FAR Diagram
28. Massing Diagram
29. FAR Floor Plans
30. FAR Floor Plans
31. Rendering: Aerial View from SE
32. Rendering: Aerial View from NE
33. Rendering: NE Corner from N Miss. Ave
34. Rendering: Maintained Views
35. Rendering: SE Corner
36. Rendering: NW Corner from N Fremont St.
37. Patios at Revere Street
38. Planters at N Mississippi Ave.
39. Patios at N Mississippi Ave.
40. Community Room at N Mississippi Ave
41. Townhouse Stoops at N Mississippi Ave
42. Entrance at Residential Lobby
43. Entrance at Active Use Space
44. Parking Entrance at N Fremont St.
45. Aerial at Revere Street
46. Entrances at Revere Street
47. Aerial Perspective of Roof Deck
48. Perspective of Alley
49. Rendering: Night
50. Modification: Loading Zone
51. Modification: Building Height
52. Modification: Building Height
53. Request for Extension of 120 Day Review Period
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Site Plan (attached)
2. Site Sections
3. Height Diagram
4. Elevation Diagram
5. Maximum Height Exceptions
6. Basement Level Floor Plan
7. Level 01 Floor Plan
8. Level 1.5 Floor Plan
9. Level 02 Floor Plan
10. Level 03 Floor Plan
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D.
E.

F.
G.

11. Level 04 Floor Plan
12. Level 05 Floor Plan
13. Roof Plan
14. Exterior Materials
15. Exterior Materials
16. Elevations (attached)
17. Elevations (attached)
18. Elevations (attached)
19. Elevations (attached)
20. Metal Panel Location Diagram
21. Metal Panel Location Diagram
22. Metal Panel Location Diagram
23. Metal Panel Location Diagram
24. Townhouse Stoops at N Mississippi Ave
25. Bicycle Parking
26. Long Term Bicycle Parking
27. Landscape Plan
28. Entrances at Revere Street
29. Roof Deck
30. Alley Details
31. Lighting Plan
32. Wall Sections
33. Wall Sections
34. Window Details
35. Window Details
36. Active Use Details
37. Balcony Details
38. Balcony Details
39. Townhouse Exterior Details
40. Mech. Screening Details
41. Metal Panel Details
42. Glazing Area Diagram
43. Site Survey
44. Exist. Conditions and Demo
45. Tree Protection Plan
46. Civil Site Plan
47. Civil Utility, Grading and Storm water Plan
48. Manufacturers Cut sheet packet
Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
Agency Responses:
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. BES Response Addendum
3. Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review, 7/18/16
4. Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review, 12/5/16
5. Water Bureau
6. Fire Bureau
7. Site Development Review Section of BDS
8. Life Safety Review Section of BDS
Correspondence: None Received
Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Incomplete Letter, send by staff on 7/21/16
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The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

